North Corsica &
Tuscan Archipelago 7 days

SEVEN DAYS LUXURY YACHT CHARTER CRUISING NORTH CORSICA &
TUSCAN ARCHIPELAGO FROM AND TO LA SPEZIA
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DAY 1: Embarkation in La Spezia, make sure to taste the local
specialty “mes-ciua,” typical cereal soup, before setting sail to Liguria
and the Cinque Terre (“The Five Lands”). Ligurian scenery features an
ample choice of cultural and culinary itineraries, scuba diving options
in the waters of maritime parks and trekking excursions in the heart of
Mediterranean nature. Enjoy the quietness and privacy of the
beaches with their marine biodiversity, and the postcard-perfect
views. The first stop will be in Vernazza: a town that consists of a
complex web of “alleys” and steep staircases. In these narrow streets,
called caruggi, scents mix and mingle. Here you can smell washed
clothes hanging to dry from a house to the other creating a rainbow of
laundry flaps; private wineries, fresh seafood during the preparation of
salted anchovy’s arabanelle (glass yars covered with flat round stones
to press the anchovies during the salting period); oregano spread out
of kitchens’ windows to dry, a babel of odors, what a charm! Lunch
onboard or ashore and then have fun at sea in Bonassola Bay. For
outdoor activities lovers, Bonassola gives opportunities for a lot of
sports including angling, beach volleyball, swimming, surfing and
canoeing enjoying the crystalline water. Later on cruise a few miles
and head to Portofino to spend the evening and overnight.
DAY 2: Breakfast on board and then spend the day in Portofino
which has one of the largest sandy beaches in Liguria. You can enjoy
an invigorating swim in the clear blue sea, which has been awarded
the European Blue Flag several times. Portofino is an unchallenged
heaven of privacy and luxury, where visitors can have a coffee at one
of the many elegant boutique bars. Go shopping at the luxury stores
of major brands, located by the piazza of one of the most renowned
fishing villages of the world.

VERNAZZA

PORTOFINO
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The world of elite yachting meets here to enjoy summer and the
social life at the most exclusive clubs of the Tyrrhenian coast. You
should visit San Fruttuoso, a small village located at the foot of
Mount of Portofino reachable only by sea or by walking, following
the trails of Mount Portofino Park. The extraordinary spot is
dominated by the Abbey of San Fruttuoso di Capodimonte, which
has extremely old origins, dating back to the 8th century. This
Abbey is surrounded by fisherman’s houses which are reflected on
uncontaminated blue emerald water on a green background where
yachts can anchor and guests have fun at sea enjoing the beauty
of the Abbey. Cruise to Portovenere and enjoy a dinner onboard.
Portovenere, with its colorful houses, and the three Island of
Palmaria, Tino and Tinetto are considered the urban UNESCO
World Heritage Site. The view from the deck of your luxury yacht
charter is simply breathtaking. The vibrant colors of the houses,
typical of the fishing villages of Liguria, mix with the blue of sea
and sky, painting a gracious picture of unspoiled and unique
beauty. The Gulf of La Spezia is also known by another name: The
Gulf of Poets. Its idyllic sea landscapes, beautiful beaches and a
soothing nature have attracted artists and writers for a long time.
Overnight at the anchor.
DAY 3: Breakfast on board. From Portovenere cruising down to
Desert de Agriates for about 84 Nm. Desert de Agriates is
located in the northern part of Corsica, between the inhabited
centers of Ile-Rousse and Saint Florent. Mediterranean scrub,
small shrubs that dry out in summer and rocky outcrops are the
masters in a scenario that does not seem to have anything to do
with Corsica. This is one of the main reasons for visiting this area.

BAY OF POETS

DESERT DE AGRIATES
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The beaches of the Agriates desert are spectacular and, under many
points of view, completely wild. Plage de Fiume Santo, Plage de Loto
and Plage de Saleccia are some of the main ones but the coast will
be a succession of bays and paradisiac beaches. Drop anchor, lunch
onboard and have fun; then set sail to Saint-Florent. Saint Florent is
one of the most charming city of the West Med lined with traditional
homes, restaurants and wine bars serving muscat, and petite
boutiques offering such products as cheeses, wines or excellent
French pastries. Dinner on board or at restaurant. Night at anchor.
DAY 4: Have breakfast on board and move on to the Golfe de la
Revellata, take the opportunity to try out the water toys of your yacht
or take a swim in the gleaming turquoise refreshing waters. Peer out
at the lighthouse of the Revellata that towers above the sea as you
enjoy a laid-back lunch on your aft deck. Explore the cave of the
Marine Calves in the afternoon; located on the west side of the
Revellata point, these caves are 30 metres high and 200 metres in
length, which is very unusual for the Mediterranean. Embarking
towards Calvi, the perfect venue for an aperitif onboard
accompanied by a freshly prepared cocktail or a glass of fine
Corsican wine. The marina is characterized by a picturesque
waterfront promenade while Calvi’s old town, surrounding the citadel,
is a charming labyrinth of cobblestone alleys. Calvi is Napoleon
Bonaparte homeland; visiting his home is a worthwhile experience.
Chil out in a chic bar or Salon de Thé and dive into the
Mediterranean charm.

SAINT FLORENT BY NIGHT

CALVI’
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DAY 5: The cruise keep sailing to the Scandola National Reserve just
in front the Gargalo Island. Guests can really have fun going very close
to the National Reserve: a sailing trip in this exceptional site, declared
World Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO, is absolutely an essential and
unforgettable excursion. Landscapes of few kilometers of coastline that
represent the Scandola Nature Reserve and the Piana coves, are
stunningly beautiful. The splendor of its sites and the diversity of its
resources make it a really enriching experience. After a day complete
absorbed by uncontaminated nature you can anchor and enjoy the
relaxing silent of Gargalo island, tasting a sophisticated dinner on board
your yacht.

SCANDOLA NATIONAL RESERVE

DAY 6: Heading to Macinaggio. The village of Macinaggio is located on
the east coast of Cap Corse (36km north of Bastia), a beautiful fishing
harbor. Spend the day to rest and enjoy the quite of the little village. Then
set sail to Capraia Island, 76 Nm cruising distance. The Island of Capraia
has a few delightful anchorages and many unspotted beaches. It was
formerly an agricultural penal colony, but following its closure in 1986,
most of the island has been designated as national park. Capraia is
accessible only on foot. You will reach the village from the marina
(Capraia Porto) by 700 mt path leads inland, characterized by trails to
walk in complete solitude, as far as the "little fountains" of spring water.
Another trail leads to the "small lake", a pool in the crater of an extinct
volcano. The rare beauty of the island can be best appreciated from the
sea: dotting the coast, the island presents charming coves, ancient watch
towers and islets where seagulls nest. Particularly beautiful is Cala
Rossa: remains of crater made up of lava erupted in the past,
characterized by a red color.
GARGALO’S CAVE
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Excellently suited for wind-surfing, the coast offers interesting
underwater excursions, because of the abundance and variety of
marine flora and fauna. The coast sheer above the deep blue sea
is gorgeous, above all on the north of the island that is a marine
reserve. On the east side (in the harbour) Torre al Bagno stands
under S. Giorgio Castle where everybody can sunbathing and
swimming in the pure and clear sea water. Overnight in Capraia
Island. Top restaurant: La Gritta, nearby the marina.

CAPRAIA ISLAND
DAY 7: Breakfast onboard and set sail to Elba Island. The
largest of the Tuscan Archipelago, Elba has six big gulfs with
wonderful anchorages lined with white beaches. Small fishing
villages, lush vegetation and crystal-clear water are the main
features of this unique island. It is not by chance that in the words
of the British Admiralty pilot Elba is described as «the largest, the
richest and the most beautiful of the archipelago's islands»,
followed by the motto «Here I am the King, here I can be so»
(Napoleon). Elba’s coastline offers myriad of small inlets and safe
anchorages, most of which characterized by large beaches. The
Island is a great location for both cultural (Napoleon’s house and
museum is worth a visit, such as the Capanna mountain - 900 mt
from sea level accessible by chair lift) and recreational activities
including hiking, swimming, diving and cycling. Drop anchor in La
Fetovaia bay, lunch onboard and have fun at sea during the
afternoon. Dinner onboard or ashore, overnight in Porto Azzurro
marina where, during the summer, guests can stay on board their
yacht and be delighted by bands playing and singing live music in
the port square.

ELBA ISLAND

DAY 8: Sail back to La Spezia after breakfast, drop off at 12.
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ELBA ISLAND BY NIGHT
*The itinerary is flexible according to guests requirements and weather conditions

.

